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1 of 1 review helpful A SyFy Novel of Apparent Wormholes and Different Species of Humanoids By Customer DSB 
has written a SyFy which leads the reader to believe that God used wormholes to moved humanoids around the galaxy 
These humanoids established societies similar to Earth These societies developed like Earth and encountered the same 
problems This is an excellent read for the genre ER 7 of 8 review helpful From the depths of time they rise an ancient 
yet technologically advanced threat from a forgotten era of human history On a planet linked to Earth yet far removed 
humanity has thrived in great diversity but now the very fabric of their society is endangered Legendary heroes from 
long ago join together with modern explorers and soldiers to stand against the threat or die in the attempt The battle 
between good and evil is joined anew as the fate of a world hangs in From the Author 
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